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3.  web/Internet science
a new discipline?

2. 

two centers

1. in the beginning
a few pioneers
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1. in the beginning
a few pioneers
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in the mid ‘90s
when the Web took off, 

some people in academia 
thought that 

the Internet was not simply 
“yet another new technology”

and... decided 
to take (academic) action
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what was really new?
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#1
a decentralized, open, global 
communication infrastructure 

had never been seen before
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#2
never before humans had 
collaboratively and freely

created such 
a large cognitive “space”
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possible issues of interest:
who controls the Net? 

can the Net be controlled? 
what effect on people?
what effect on politics?

what happens to copyright?
should intermediaries be liable?
why wikipedia succeeded where 

other had failed? 
etc.
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or...
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but back to the “some people”
in the mid ‘90s
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a story that, of course, 
involves many people, 

but please allow me 
my personal pick
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Charles Nesson Jonathan Zittrain
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Lawrence Lessig
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mostly law professors 
with technical background 
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(
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why lawyers?
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perhaps because 
sensitive to power issues: 

“who can do what and 
at what conditions?” 
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moreover, some lawyers 
tend to be rather good at 
interdisciplinary research

(at least, in the USA)
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“[...] However, the same conditions that 
deprive legal scholars from the rigors of 
the scientific disciplines allow them to 
develop exciting transdisciplinary 
ideas with a speculative freedom that 
is simply not open to an economist, 
psychologist, or other member of the 
standard disciplines.
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We can learn especially much when the 
scholar concerned has delved deeply in 
the professional literature, and wields 
the analytical tools with deftness and 
insight, yet without the grim tenacity of 
maintaining disciplinary boundaries 
so characteristic of the disciplinary 
academic. [...]”

(Herbert Gintis, an Amazon.com reviewer of a book by Eric Posner)
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)
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in any case, the movement 
starts in law schools, 

but fairly quickly becomes 
multidisciplinary
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2. berkman (& nexa)
two centers
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est. 1998 �1996�
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�Exploring cyberspace,
sharing in its stydy

and pioneering its development�
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The Berkman Center's mission is 
to explore and understand cyberspace; 

to study its development, dynamics, norms, and 
standards; to assess the need or lack thereof 

for laws and sanctions.
We are a research center, premised on the 

observation that what we seek to learn is not 
already recorded. 

Our method is to build out into cyberspace, 
record data as we go, self-study, and share. 

Our mode is entrepreneurial nonprofit.
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a few research topics:
� Internet Censorship/Filtering
� Russian blogosphere
� Youth and Media
� Broadband policy
� Digital Public Library of America
(the list goes on and on, check the website!)

a few spin-offs:
� Global Voices
� Creative Commons
� stopbadware.org
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est. 2006 �2003�
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�Studying the Internet, 
exploring its potential

and experimenting new ideas�
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law tech

economics
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Faculty Co-Directors
Trustees
Managing Director
Staff
Fellows
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Creative Commons Italy
�2003-present�

Servizio Licenze Libere
�2006-present�

Harvard Internet 
Law Program

�2005�

EU COMMUNIA
�2007-11�

EU Legal Aspects of PSI
�2010-12�

dati.piemonte.it
�2010-present�

University & Cyberspace
�2010�

Net Neutrality Bot
�2010-present�
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A few research topics:
� Network Neutrality (http://neubot.org)
� Digital Public Domain
� Open Data
� Copyright 2.0
� Open Access
� Online Anonymity 
� Cloud Computing 
� Web Geography
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the network of 
“internet & society” centers

is growing
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Internet & Society Lab
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3. web(internet) science
a new discipline?
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Tim Berners-Lee
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“Web Science, the science of 
decentralised information systems.
Web Science is required both as a 
way to understand the Web, and as a 
way to focus its development on key 
communicational and representational 
requirements.”
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“We need to understand these 
evolutionary and developmental forces.
Without such an appreciation opportunities 
for adding value to the Web by facilitating 
more communicative and representational 
possibilities may be missed. But 
development is not the whole of the 
story. Though multi-faceted and 
extensible, the Web is based on a set of 
architectural principles which need to 
be respected.”
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“A research agenda that can help identify
what needs to stay fixed and where 
change can be profitable is imperative. 
This is the aim of Web Science, which 
aims to map how decentralised information 
structures can serve these scientific, 
representational and communicational 
requirements, and to produce designs and 
design principles governing such 
structures.”
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“Examples of basic architectural decisions 
that underpin the Web include: the 404 error,
which means that failure to link to a resource 
doesn’t cause catastrophic failure; the use of the 
Uniform Resource Indicator (URI); and the full 
exploitation of the pre-existing Internet 
infrastructure (such as the Domain Name 
System) as the platform on which the Web was 
built. Standards are also crucial, and the World 
Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) work of creating 
and recommending standards while maintaining 
stakeholder consensus shows that engineering
needs to go hand in hand with a social 
process of negotiation.
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some established 
research funders 

are starting to notice
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http://internet-science.eu
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conclusions
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1. behind the hype, the Internet has 
some aspects which are truly new and 
which deserve to be studied;
2. many Internet issues require a 
multidisciplinary approach;
3. a new discipline is perhaps emerging 
to provide a “home” to research that 
otherwise may find it difficult to be 
recognized
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thank you

Juan Carlos De Martin
http://nexa.polito.it
demartin@polito.it
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